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Abstract— Data Mining is increasingly important technology 

for extracting useful pattern from large amount of data. Link 

Analysis as an extension of relational database to effectively 

discover relationships between relational databases or graph. 

Markov Chain is based on in this work. This work can be 

useful on single and multiple relation databases. markov 

chain consist of two steps, first is markov chains are defined, 

it analyzes too many states. In second step Diffusion map can 

be calculated. Also applying this technique for fuzzy 

information retrievals can improve overall performance in 

relational database. As base paper conclusion, the HITS 

algorithm sometimes does not relevant results to the user 

query because of the equivalent weights and it’s not efficient 

in real time. We will implement HITS with modification and 

provide better results by solving these problems. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Many research fields used by data mining such as database, 

machine learning, and data analysis. Data Mining using 

Information Retrieval (IR) technique for searching in huge 

database to retrieve related documents which is the science 

searching for information within relational databases, 

multimedia files, text, document and www. Link Analysis is 

increasingly important for data mining, because a real word 

data coming from many fields such as social network, 

education, banking, etc and this research field tries to 

identity links between datasets links between datasets. 

Today this technique focuses only on required nodes of 

graph or datasets of relational database. The main 

motivation is to make extracting relationships in relational 

databases more efficient. 

Web mining is automatically discovered and 

extracts relational data from web services and documents. 

The World Wide Web is more complex universe. Naturally, 

deriving something valuable out of it is targeted use of web 

mining.fig shows web mining process. 

 
Fig. 1: Web Mining Process [4] 

Web mining tasks are given below documents 

1) Resource finding:- Resource finding task is retrieving 

intended web documents and web services. 

2) Information selection and pre-processing:- In this task, 

automatically selecting and pre-processing specific from 

information retrieved web resources. 

3) Generalization:- In this task, automatically discovers 

general patterns at individual web site as well as multiple 

sites. 

4) Analysis:- In this task, validation and interpretation of 

the mined patterns.[4] 

There are some approaches for each of the above mention 

techniques; discrimination prevention is a topic of research. 

This paper also gives an overview of the available literature 

on discrimination prevention approaches in data mining. 

II. LINK ANALYSIS 

Link analysis procedure for locating relationships in 

relational database or graph, generalizing both simple and 

multiple correspondence analysis. Many datasets are 

analyzed by markov chain and finding relationships of 

relational databases or graphs. Also fuzzy information 

retrievals will improve overall performance in a relational 

database. HITS algorithm used for information retrival. 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Many fields such as banking, social networks, education, etc 

provide a real word data links are identify between datasets. 

A. Research In Markov Chain 

Markov chain shows how all the records are linked with 

each other in different databases. A Markov chain is two 

step actions. In first step markov chains are defined and 

markov chain analyzes too many states. In second step 

diffusion map can be calculated. By using this two steps 

procedure, different datasets are analyzed. These two step 

actions extend correspondence analysis. Correspondence 

analysis focuses on three basic assistance:  (1) Relational 

database (2) Markov chain analyzed all the datasets in 

relational database (3) Diffusion maps is used to represented 

reduced markov chain in low dimensional space.[1] 

B. Early Work In Fuzzy Retrival Information 

To retrieve the information, fuzzy matching is performed on 

Reference tables. Fuzzy matching is used by fuzzy search 

transformations. The Fuzzy search transformation differs 

from the search transformation in its use of fuzzy matching. 

The search transformation uses an equi-join to find 

matching  records within the reference table. It returns either 

an exact match or nothing from the reference table. In 

contrast, the Fuzzy Lookup transformation uses fuzzy 

matching to return one or more close matches from the 

reference table. A Fuzzy search transformation frequently 

follows a search transformation in a package data flow. 
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C. Comparision of Link Analysis Algorithms 

The PageRank is calculated depend on various factors such 

as content, back links, anchor text, web site structure, 

external links, images, alt tags, optimization of the website, 

traffic of the web site etc. If a web site having PageRank of 

over three then it is said to be good website. But if a website 

having PageRank of over five than the web site is obtaining 

great traffic and therefore the overall performance or the 

structure of website is good enough. PageRank is good but 

sometimes it leaves a bad thoughts in the mind of people 

because if search on Google most of the website are having 

low PageRank i.e. 2 or 3 or sometimes 0 and it is coming on 

top of the page of Google. Weighted PageRank is an 

extension to the PageRank algorithm. It takes into account 

the importance of both the inlinks and the outlinks of the 

pages and distributes rank scores supported the popularity of 

the pages. HITS helps to rating Web pages also called Hubs 

and authorities .it also performs a series of iterations, each 

consisting of 2 basic steps like Authority pages and hub 

pages however PageRank only focus on the authoritative 

pages. PageRank and Weighted PageRank are used in Web 

Structure Mining. HITS is used in both structure Mining and 

Web Content Mining. The input parameters utilize in 

PageRank are Backlinks, Weighted PageRank uses 

Backlinks and Forward Links as Input Parameter, HITS uses 

Backlinks, Forward Link and Content as Input Parameters.                                                                            

D. Proposed System Architecture 

 
Fig. 2: System Architecture 

IV. PROPOSED WORK 

This technique based on relational databases proposes 

different modules. This module is given below: 

 Registration 

 Notation and Definition  

 Analyzing Relations 

 Analyzing the reduced markov chain with HITS.[1] 

A. Registration  

In registration module members can be registered their 

personal, family, education, company details. Here only 

those users can be got a member ID those are registered. [1] 

B. Notation and definition  

In this module, we have selected six databases. This 

database contains personal information, education 

information as well as company details and marital status. 

C. Analyzing Relations  

 In Analyzing Relations the concept of stochastic 

complementation is studied and applied on a graph. A 

reduced graph containing only the nodes of interest, from 

the initial graph and which is more easy to analyze and to 

build a graph.[3] 

D. Analyzing the reduced markov chain with diffusion map  

 Markov chain is a process that consists of finite mapping of 

states and known probabilities. Mapping allows studying the 

closeness between the different members. Graph embedding 

it checks one of the attributes from the different relational 

database, like ID from registration, year from college 

database, name of company from company details and 

gender from personal database and gives the percentage. 

The resulting graph shows the proportions of the test records 

with relational database.[3] 

V. ALGORITHM USED 

A. Hyper-Link Induced Topic Search (Hits) Algorithm 

Hyper-Link Induced Topic Search (HITS) algorithm is used 

to ranks the web page by processing in links and out links. 

In this algorithm Kleinberg identifies two forms of web 

pages called Hubs and Authorities. If the web page is 

pointed by many hyperlinks it is called Authority. If the web 

page is pointed to various hyperlinks and page is named as 

Hub. Hubs are pages that act as resource lists and 

Authorities are pages having main contents. Hubs and 

Authorities are shown in fig. 

 
Fig. 3: 

At the same time, a page may be a good hub and a good 

authority. The HITS algorithm treats WWW as directed 

graph G (V, E). V is a set of vertices representing pages. E 

is a set of edges corresponds to link.[9] 

As base paper conclusion, the HITS algorithm 

sometimes does not produce relevant results to the user 

query because of the equivalent weights and its not efficient 

in real time. 

We will provide better results by solving these 

issues and we will develop it with the following 

modification: 
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 Authority – Most useful/relevant/helpful results of a 

user query. – ``java’’ – java.com – ``harvard’’ – 

harvard.edu – ``search engine’’ – powerful search 

engines. 

 Authorities – pages that are relevant and are linked to 

by several different pages  

 Hubs – pages that link to several related authorities 

 
Fig. 4: 

The algorithm performs a series of iterations, every 

consisting of 2 basic steps: 

 Authority Update: Update every node's Authority score 

to be equal to the total of the Hub Scores of each node 

that points to it. That is, a node is given a high authority 

score by being linked from pages that are recognized as 

Hubs for information. 

 Hub Update: Update every node's Hub Score to be 

equal to the total of the Authority Scores of each node 

that it points to. That is, a node is given a high hub 

score by linking to nodes that are considered to be 

authorities on the subject. 

The Hub score and Authority score for a node is calculated 

with the following algorithm: 

Ws = Set of Web pages/Set of relational datasets 

St = Set of pages that belongs to a topic T 

1) Start with each node having a hub score and authority 

score of 1. 

2) Expand St by adding pages that either point to pages in 

Sr or are pointed to by Sr to generate page set Ws, and 

construct the adjacency matrix Adj of Ws of finalize 

dataset (after removal fuzzy information). 

3) Run the Authority Update Rule 

4) Retrieve logs of users’ visit frequency and durations, 

and construct the visit matrix V; 

5) Run the Hub Update Rule 

6) Normalize the values by dividing each Hub score by 

square root of the sum of the squares of all Hub scores, 

and dividing each Authority score by square root of the 

sum of the squares of all Authority scores. 

7) Repeat from the second step as necessary. 

VI. RESULTS 

This works shows the hyper-link induced topic search 

(HITS) algorithm is efficient algorithms that increase the 

performance between protection of sensitive info and link 

discovery. This algorithm is useful for analyzing large 

transactional databases based on a heterogeneous, 

multirealtional datasets represented by relational databases. 

There is no possible way for disconnected graph or some 

missing tuples in databases. To overcome this problem we 

are able to introduce link analysis extension for mining 

relational databases, here we used over 4 relational 

databases using my sql server as backend tool and weka as 

front end tool. Weka is computer based techniques used to 

recognize, finding, and examined business information. Our 

performance study compares the effectiveness and 

measurability of the algorithm and analyzes the fraction of 

connection rules to be preserved after analyzing a database. 

Test cases are shown in table 1. 

Datasets Existing approach Improved HITS 

Dataset1 53 23 

Dataset2 75 85 

Dataset3 25 33 

Dataset4 10 8 

Dataset5 27 33 

Here it creates link between multiple relational 

databases. 

Once link is established between multiple relational 

databases Then mining relational databases is very easy and 

efficient. The following graph shows comparison between 

previous and new system. 

 
Fig. 5: Comparison Graph 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Hyper-link Induced Topic Search (HITS) algorithm for link 

analysis has been projected. Literature review shows that 

link analysis based mostly technique permitting analyzing 

relationships existing in relative databases. 

A two-step procedure is outlined for analyzing the 

relationships between elements of interest contained in a 

table, or a subset of tables. 

1) First, a much smaller, reduced, markov chain, only 

containing the elements of interest and preserving the 

Main characteristics of the initial chain, is extracted by 

stochastic complementation. 

2) By computing a kernel principal component analysis on 

a diffusion- map kernel computed from the reduced 

graph and visualizing the results.  

Further fuzzy sql queries has been used and 

implemented with link analysis technique. 

We will modify Hyper-link Induced Topic Search 

(HITS) algorithm. Compare the existing algorithm and 

proposed algorithm. The Proposed algorithm can be 

analyzed for time efficiency, relevancy. 
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